Greetings Everyone,

I hope this message finds you well and off to a wonderful start to the week. While I understand that some of you do not actually break during ‘Fall Break’, I want to encourage you to find some time to recharge and rejuvenate this week. Here are just a few tips and reminders.

- **Get some sleep.** There is such a thing as catching up on sleep. While a few days of catching some zzz’s when you are consistently and significantly deprived won’t solve all your problems, it certainly is a start. And...if you can get one or two of those glorious mid-day naps in over the break, that would be helpful as well.

- **Organize/clean your room.** Rid yourself of the clutter you have accumulated since the beginning of the semester. Believe it or not, a clean room will relieve stress and provide the much needed space for relaxing physically and mentally.

- **Catch up on some of your favorite shows.** It is ok to binge watch your favorite show in your clean room :).

- **Clear your calendar.** Try to have at least one day with zero or as few commitments as possible. Allow yourself the freedom to do whatever you want or nothing at all, with no external pressure of having to ‘be’ somewhere.

- **Treat yourself to something you have wanted to do but just haven’t had the time.** It can be taking the time to get a pedicure or polishing your own toes, trying a new restaurant or food truck, painting, bird watching, visiting a new spot on campus (i.e. Art Gallery), baking, and/or reading a book (for leisure!).

- **Do homework or study.** Yes, this is a necessary part of the break too. Perhaps save it for the end of break. It will give you an opportunity to lighten your load and alleviate stress when you return.

Cheers to a great break!

Dean Miller

---
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**EMAILS/APPOINTMENTS**

**Important Note:**

When making appointments with Dean Miller, it is much faster to call or email Sarah Mullins (smullins@princeton.edu; 609-258-9637) with your availability when making the initial request, it will make the process easier and more efficient. For appointments with Dean Gonzalez-Perez, please email Joel Boggess (jboggess@princeton.edu). **Similarly, if you have a routine question that you wish to send by email, please send it to both Sarah and me, and whoever can answer it first, will.**

**UPCOMING RECRUITING**

**National Society of Black Physicists**  
November 4-7, 2018

If you are aware of any faculty, staff, students, and/or perspective students attending, please tell them to stop by the Princeton table and say hello! If you ever want to attend with us, send us an email!

We welcome the opportunity to speak to underrepresented minority (URM) and first generation students interested in graduate school!

**North Carolina A&T Visit with the Leadership Alliance!**
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION: GRADUATE STUDENTS MEET WITH LOCAL CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION

In the warm and neighborly atmosphere of Conte’s Pizza on Witherspoon Street, six Princeton University graduate students met with the town of Princeton’s local Civil Rights Commission on Tuesday. Over pizza and cold drinks, a spirited conversation occurred concerning what issues the commission is responsible for, what civil rights issues Princeton faces, and what students can do to become more involved.

The meeting was organized by Chris Tokita, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Princeton University and a Diversity Fellow for the Graduate School, in collaboration with the Pace Center for Civic Engagement.

“Graduate students are an important part of our campus community,” said Geralyn Williams, program coordinator at the Pace Center. “They have a wealth of skills, knowledge and energy to invest into our communities. And from the conversation tonight it’s clear that they are interested, involved, and ready to do more within our local communities; and our local communities welcome them if they are ready to listen, learn, and serve beside them.” Read more.
Upcoming GSP Events

SIP and SEE with GSP!
Wine Tasting, Art Tour, Great Food, Cool Souvenir, and Great People!
The Princeton Art Museum
November 11th, 4-6pm
RSVP Here

COMING SOON!

Holiday Soiree!
Celebrate the holidays and end of semester with fellow GSP’ers.

Jammin’ Crepes
20 Nassau Street
December 11th, 5:30-7:30pm
RSVP Here

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO A....

SIP AND SEE WITH GSP!

JOIN THE ADI TEAM, DIVERSITY FELLOWS, AND YOUR FELLOW FIRST YEAR GRAD STUDENTS FOR A PRIVATE ART TOUR, WINE TASTING, AND DELICIOUS FOOD!

PRINCETON ART MUSEUM
Sunday, November 11, 2018
3:45pm - 6pm
RSVP HERE, SPACE IS LIMITED!
UPCOMING DIVERSITY FELLOWS PROGRAMS

The Graduate School Access, Diversity, and Inclusion Team presents

Day of the Dead
Come celebrate & learn more about the traditions of Dia de los Muertos!
Carl A Fields Center
MPR 104
November 2nd, 5-7pm

Free Food, Face Painting, Games, Movie Screening, and more!

Check out the upcoming calendar on page 10 for more diversity fellows programming!
ADI HAPPENINGS!

BUBBLE TEA GIVE-A-WAY!
Affinity Groups—Sign-Ups
Interested in joining or receiving more information about the Graduate Student Affinity Groups associated with Access, Diversity and Inclusion? Click the sign-up link to be added to any of our group’s listservs.

- Black Graduate Caucus (BGC)
- Graduate Women of Color Caucus (GWCC)
- Latino Graduate Student Association (LGSA)
- Graduate Women in Science & Engineering (GWISE)
- Queer Graduate Caucus (QGC)
- Intersecting Queer Identities (IQI)
- FLI Grads (First Generation/Low Income Graduate Students Organization)
- Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS)

SIGN-UP HERE

Student Groups Highlights

LGSA Weekly Community Dinners

SACNAS Princeton Chapter Meetings
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: GRADUATE FELLOWS IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES - SPRING 2019

The Center for Digital Humanities (CDH) seeks applicants for Graduate Fellows in Digital Humanities. Graduate Fellows explore a field of DH research or professional development during their term. No previous experience with DH or specific technical skills are required.

Fellows are expected to be active participants in the life of the CDH by attending events and workshops and reaching out to CDH staff and fellow students as they explore their DH topic. Fellows are strongly encouraged to attend monthly Collaboratory meetings organized by the Graduate Caucus that provide the opportunity to workshop ideas with peers. Fellows will submit a short report of their activities and outcomes at the conclusion of the term.

The term of the Graduate Fellowship in DH is one semester. Fellows should expect to devote approximately 3 hours per week to their fellowship activities. The award is $750/semester. The CDH expects to host up to five fellows per semester.

Applicants must be enrolled students, from any department and at any stage of their graduate career. Applications must also include a brief endorsement from their DGS (in the case of pre-generals students) or dissertation adviser (in the case of post-generals students). Successful applicants will begin their term in Spring 2019.

Please submit application materials, exclusive of endorsement from the DGS/dissertation adviser, as a single PDF to Dr. Rebecca Munson (rmunson@princeton.edu), the CDH’s Project and Education Coordinator, no later than November 15, 2018.

For more information, visit https://cdh.princeton.edu/graduate-fellowships/.
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

School Girls; or The African Mean Girls Play
Thursday, November 1, 2018
4:45 PM - 11:00 PM
Lucille Lortel Theatre, NYC

Warren Harding High School. In School Girls, Paula, the reigning queen bee at Ghana’s most exclusive boarding school, has her reign set on the Miss Universe pageant. But the arrival of Ericka, a new student with undeniable talent and beauty, captures the attention of the pageant recruiter—and Paula’s love-struck friend. Directed by Tony Award winner Rebecca Taichman, Joelyn Bioh’s buoyant and bring comedy explores the universal similarities (and glaring differences) facing teenage girls across the globe. How far would you go to be queen bee?
The show starts at 4:45 pm, and is 75 minutes long with no intermission. Bus leaves campus at 4:45 pm, and returns immediately after the play.

To reserve your spot, email women@princeton.edu.
Please include your name, cell phone, university affiliation and class year.

The Science of Self-Compassion
Kristin Neff, Ph.D.

November 8, 2018 / Friend 101 / 4:30-6pm

The Carl A. Fields Center for Equality and Cultural Understanding
An Evening with Ta-Nehisi Coates

With Dr. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor

Ta-Nehisi Coates is an American journalist and writer who often explores contemporary race relations, perhaps most notably in his book Between the World and Me, which won the National Book Award for nonfiction. Since 2016, Coates has also written Marvel’s The Black Panther comic book.

This free event requires a ticket. Tickets for Princeton University students will be distributed at the University Ticketing Office in advance. Students, call 609-258-5200 for tickets. Non-students, go to princeton.edu/tickets. More info at princeton.edu/events. 1 ticket limit per person.
**LIVE IN THE PHILLY AREA?!**

**JOIN PHILLY WRITING DAYS**
**EVERY FRIDAY**
**10 am - 3 pm**

**ReAnimator Cafe**
4705 Pine Street in West Philadelphia
Contact: Megan Blanchard for details
meganmb@princeton.edu

---

**CALENDAR AT A GLANCE**

**Friday, November 2nd:** Day of the Dead Film Screening and Face Painting. Come out and celebrate Dia de los Muertos—featuring face painting, delicious food, and a viewing of the film Coco! Carl A Fields Center.  **Sign-up!**

**Saturday, November 10th:** RESCHEDULED! Harlem Food Crawl! Join with undergrads and other FLI/POC grad students in a walking and food tour of Harlem, NYC. Space is limited - **Sign-up!**

**Sunday, November 11th:** Sip and see with GSP! Join GSP for a private museum tour featuring wine tasting and delicious foods. Space is limited. Please contact **Leslie Wingard** for any questions.

**Tuesday, November 13th:** Say hi with Pie! Come join the Queer Graduate Caucus and our Diversity Fellows for an open coffee hour featuring yummy desserts.

**Wednesday, November 28th:** Wine Down in the Women’s Center! Meet other graduate women of color over drinks and snacks.

**Coming in November:**

**Career Panel:** Get the inside scoop on a career in academia. Take the opportunity to ask young faculty candid questions about life as an academic. **Location and Date Coming Soon!**

**Service Engagement:** Learn about community engagement opportunities on campus from fellow graduate students. Find out how you can connect and help make community connections. **Location and Date Coming Soon!**